


Becoming a strategic and
consultative Sales Superstar

requires significant changes in your
“world view” - how you think about
yourself, and how you think about
your relationships with key
stakeholders: These new ways of
thinking probably directly challenge
what you have been taught and
believe.

When faced with significant
innovations in thinking, we tend
initially to find ourselves in one of
the following three characterizations:

l  The Authoritative Critic
l  The Authoritative Expert
l  The Enthusiastic Apprentice

We can think about these three
characters as being on a
spectrum that runs from outright
rejection to eager acceptance. As
we take a brief look at each of
these, allow yourself to wonder
where on the spectrum you fall in
your process of becoming a Sales
Superstar.

The Authoritative Critic
This individual quickly dismisses
new ways of thinking outright,
rejecting them as ridiculous, foolish
and unwise. 

What is this individual’s
motivation? Fear of change, or
loss.

The Authoritative Expert
This individual is one who typically
responds to the introduction of
innovative ideas by rejecting the
reality that the ideas are indeed
innovative. This individual is
typically thinking, “What’s the big
deal? I’ve always done it this way.”

What is this individual’s
motivation? Fear of losing face, of
appearing inadequate.

The Enthusiastic Apprentice
This individual is excited by
innovative thinking and is eager to
learn. He/she may not understand
or totally embrace the innovative
concepts, but they are excited
about the possibilities that well-

informed change may bring about.
What is this individual’s

motivation? It is hunger for
knowledge and excitement about
the possibilities that may come with
new knowledge.

The nature of change is
dynamic. As much as we might like
to believe that change is linear, the
truth is that deep transformative
change develops in a spiral
pattern. As you reviewed the above
characteristics, you may have seen
parts of yourself in each
description.

Knowledge is the power. The
more aware you can become of
your own process of spiralling
through the process of change, the
more conscious and intentional you
can be about choosing change,
choosing growth, and choosing to
become a Sales Superstar.
Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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Are You Up to the Challenge
of Change?
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They’re able to address
unforeseen pain-points with

unprecedented solutions on the fly.
They’re sharp and well-spoken—
while maintaining reliability. No
matter what they come up against,
they usually close. And at the very
least? They’re memorable. They
create their own magic, and people
associate that with the business
and brand they represent. 

The new solution for low-to-
average-performers
Many of our conversations with
front line sales managers tend to
end up with the same challenges,
the main one being: how do we
advance average and low-
performing sales reps?

We hear the following, time and
time again: 

”Things are wrong, but we don’t

really know where to start...we don’t
know what’s really happening or
working out there.”

Continuously sending out the big
majority of average (or below)
performers without sufficient means
and content to hold relevant client
conversations is a major challenge
we’re all facing. And, it’s frustrating
to have only partial evidence on
performance in the form of CRM
systems and personal averages.

These numbers don’t tell the
whole story on what each rep is
doing right, or wrong, in each
encounter. They don’t explain that
your rep skips out on presenting
important marketing material. Or

Your top performing reps are likely able to close their sales
with just a pen and whiteboard. They connect easily with
people, and maintain a professional exterior under all kinds
of pressure. 

Move Your Reps From 10 to 30%
in Just One Quarter



David Nordin

that she/he might be a good talker
initially, but fumbles when
challenged by the prospect,
especially if she/he doesn’t have
material to fall back on. These
insights are what would help sales
managers train and coach reps,
and send them into the field with the
right tools for success. 

So, how do you move your team
to go beyond talking about products
and features, to actually making
each team member your key
differentiator in a more competitive
environment?

High performers are high tech
Entering a bank sometimes feels
like travelling back in time -
insufficient and time consuming.
Compared to having all the services
at your fingertips, traditional models
of service are no longer what’s
driving sales. Reps should be
meeting with your potential buyers
with the same efficiency as a
banking app—accessible, easy,
and in-line with the needs of today’s
business person. This, combined
with a “how can I help you”
approach, moves the buyer through
the sales process with greater ease
and a more memorable experience. 

How can we go further in sales
to create this experience? Using
modern technology (and mind you,
Powerpoint is now 30 years old), to
support sales reps on the field is the
first step in this new age of sales
sophistication. Interactive technology
achieves more relevant customer
conversations; possessing targeted
sales content at just the right time
will differentiate your reps. Instead
of being just an average commodity
provider, they become an expert

who can relate to the client outside
of the linear sales conversation.
Today’s buyers are smart: they
don’t want a pitch, they want a
dialogue. The right technology can
support that. 

For example, one of your reps is
selling the newest model from your
coffee machine collection to an
office facility. Most likely, the client
has already identified issues from
previous model. Using technology,
your reps can more easily do the
following:

1.  Include video and verbal
testimonials from other buyers on
the importance of having a great
coffee machine and how it affects
the workplace.

2.  Create up sales within an easily
digestible and dynamic presentation
tool.

3.  Address concerns with
messaging that has a proven effect,
based on data and analytics. 

4. Show visuals, including graphs,
photographs, and charts on the
energy and carbon savings using
your product.  

It’s not enough to bring in a
brochure and a happy smile -
today’s buyers already know a
great deal of information before you
even step through their door. To
help your average reps excel, you
need to help them make the buying
process smoother, more

sophisticated, and more memorable. 
In addition, really great, modern

technology will also provide
functionality and data for
management to get visibility into
sales meeting performance. Did the
sales rep spend a lot of time on the
videos? How long did the meeting
last? With this kind of information,
energy and resources can be
focused on what’s really working in
the field. That’s where better
training through technology can
come in.

Closing the feedback loop
Technology helps everyone in your
company understand what’s going
on in the field—a crucial
development, as sales fluency,
needs to be applied through the
entire organization. When a
company views sales as
everyone’s business, siloed roles
are expanded and a team-selling
mindset is created. This includes
everyone - from the content
marketer to the sales coordinator.
With sales reps using technology,
everyone has a role in
understanding what’s working, and
what’s not, in the field. This alone
helps the average seller to sell
better, and with more confidence. 

Recent reports says 52% of
current salespeople are under-
performing. The technology for you
to get a better understanding of why
is here. Now it’s up to you to get
them into the winning track.            n
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They say that there is a
continuum from data to

information to knowledge to
wisdom. Where is your customer
along this spectrum? Where are
you? Any client can go to the
internet and get infinite amounts of
data. In this environment it is easy
to think that that data rules buying
decisions. But every sales decision
is determined by emotions too.
How attuned are you to the
emotional side, the “heart” side of
selling? If you are not you are
missing an essential way to

maximize your expertise.
I am a dedicated fan of the

cultural commentator David
Brooks. In his New York Times
February 4th column he explored
how we are heading into an age of
brilliant technology in which
computers can fill in for people,
whether it is driving our cars or
beating human pros at chess …

Brooks is not alone in sounding
this warning. Jaron Lanier of
Microsoft has written two books
about it– You Are Not a Gadget and
Who Owns the Future? Erik

Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee of
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology tell us that computers
will increasingly perform important
parts of even most cognitive jobs,
which will make certain human
mental skills less important. We are
seeing this happening in sales
where knowledge has become a
commodity and insights are on the
agenda of sales organizations. We
know that we must bring insights
and produce business outcomes to
create value for clients and move
them to buy. But what else is

You sell with drive and rightly so. But do you sell with heart? I pose this question in the final
chapter of my new book, Changing the Sales Conversation. In that chapter I explore the
difference between being client-centered and human-centered and why selling with heart
and establishing trust are major differentiators today as knowledge becomes commoditized.

Selling in the World of the
“Brilliant Machine”



Linda Richardson

needed to start or build the
relationship and win the sale?

David Brooks has identified five
human traits that he believes will
be rewarded in what he calls “the
age of brilliant machines”:

Enthusiasm (voracious
explanatory drive to make sense
out of bottomless oceans of
information).

Extended time horizons and
strategic discipline (ability to
provide a conceptual frame to give
a broader context—a computer can
calculate a thousand options but
only a person can do this).

Procedural architecture
(creating systems in which people
can share ideas, i.e. Facebook
rather than coming up with ideas
themselves).

Collaborative management
(organizing a decentralized
network).

Creativity (grasping the
essence of one thing and then the
essence of something very different
and smashing them together to
create something very different –a
computer can’t do this).

In an IBM survey of 1,500
executives creativity was identified
as the factor most crucial for
success. For the past two years the
word creative has been the most
frequently used buzzword in
LinkedIn profiles. Rapidly changing
content knowledge is easily
accessed. While a computer can
feed creativity, a computer can’t be
creative.

What I find most significant for
those of us in sales is David Brooks’
conclusion that all of the above
traits are dependent on emotive
traits. He states that is the emotive

traits that separate humans from
computers and therefore will be
rewarded and valued in the world of
the “brilliant machine” and “that
while humans cannot compete with
computers in data and calculations,
the best workers will come with
heart in hand.” 

“Heart in hand” has important
implications for our profession and
how each of us sell. Selling with
heart is a way to connect with
clients in meaningful way. It is the
key to going beyond being client-
centered to human-centered. It is a
key to building trust.

The word trust may not appear
on clients’ score cards as they
make buying decisions but trust is
the constant factor in every
decision to buy or not buy.
Research by Robert Putman,
Professor of Public Policy at
Harvard documents the decline in
trust over the past 50 years. The
question is what are you doing
every day with every client to build
the trust you need early in the sale
to help clients make their buy
decisions.

Certainly by delivering on a
promise you build trust but that
often takes place after the sale. The
goal is to build trust earlier and to
build it at a deeper level. I see a
solid connection between building
trust and selling with heart. To sell
with heart, to build trust, ask
yourself if you:
l  Respect your client’s time.
l  Respect your client’s knowledge.
l  Tolerate differing points of view.

l  Change your perception when
appropriate.

l  Give first by doing something
you don’t get paid for.

l  Be a giver—always be on the
look out for ways to create value.

l  Learn about the client outside of
business—children’s names,
interests.

l  Bring expertise to add to what
your client knows.

l  Create value for your clients.
l  Take the extra step.
l  Respond with empathy.

Let yourself be vulnerable—share
information about yourself,
acknowledge if you don’t know
something (get the answer ASAP).

Show you care—express
feelings of enthusiasm, concern

Trust is built in smaller
moments; it is rarely in a heroic act.
One negative incident can
eradicate trust. Salespeople who
sell with heart invest more in their
relationships.

Unfortunately there are two
major obstacles to selling with
heart: 1) the temptation to take for
granted that you are already selling
with heart and, therefore, not
making the conscious effort it can
require and 2) the mistaken view
that “relationship selling” is a thing
of the past. Of course you must
bring value that helps clients grow
their business but when delivered
with heart you create a connection
with clients that is unbeatable.       n
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That is a one common pitfall to
the Buying Centre, but first let

me clarify what we are talking
about.

Identifying all Roles in the
Buying Centre
Every Sales Methodology has its
own terminology. These are the
Roles that Infoteam uses in every
complex B2B sale. The Roles are

specific to the sales opportunity.

l  Endorser 
l  Decider 
l  User 
l  Assessor 
l  Coach 

The Endorser
This is the most senior person in
the customer organisation who is

involved in the decision, maybe
even the CEO. It can also be a
committee. A yes from the Endorser
is required before the organisation
commits to the investment. 

This is the first place some Sales
People make a big mistake. If you
insist on talking directly to the
Endorser you are likely to alienate
your supporters. It is much better to
create a powerful business case

Top Sales Magazine  Septembert 8th Edition 2015 9

3 Common Pitfalls to the Buying Centre
I am sure you already know about the Buying Centre, maybe you call it the Buying Group
or Decision Making Unit and you may use different terminology to identify the people in it,
but the principle remains the same. In a B2B sale there are several people, or groups of
people, involved in making a purchase decision and you have to identify and communicate
with them all. Note I said communicate, not talk to them.

Phil Kreindler
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along with communication tools that
help your contacts sell internally to
the Endorser.

The Decider
This is the person, again it might be
a team, who decides which solution
is submitted to the Endorser for
approval. The Decider is
responsible for project success.
You must have a good relationship
with the Decider but always keep in
mind they have to get their choice
endorsed so you will need to give
them the tools to sell internally.

There is always a risk that your
solution will not be endorsed, not
because it isn’t the best solution but
because other projects are given
priority. A good business case will
be the best thing you can give your
Decider in this scenario. 

The User
Often ignored until it is too late,
Users can help you to understand
what is really needed and make a
better case for your solution, or
adapt your solution to deliver a
better return. They definitely need
to be on-board when you come to
implement your solution. I have
often seen organisations struggle to
implement Sales Management
Software that the Sales Team didn’t
like only to abandon it a few months
later because of poor uptake. 

The Assessor
These tend to be experts inside or
outside the customer organisation
who are consulted about a
particular aspect of your solution.
They are important because they
can say no and may well make
recommendations if they like what

they see, but this is where the
second big pitfall lies.

Assessors cannot say ‘yes’ on
their own. So don’t spend all your
energy on them, even if they are
very positive towards you. They are
often the easiest people to get to
speak to in the first place but often
inflate their degree of influence.
The longer you focus on them the
more difficult it becomes to access
the other roles.

One of my clients fell into the
trap of focusing all efforts on an
Assessor without understanding
the rest of the Buying Centre. They
were asked last May to pitch for
part of a $1.4 billion dam
construction project at short notice.
In June they were told: “Great of
you to meet us today, look forward
to a long and profitable
relationship”. In July, having

submitted a proposal, they were
told everything was fine and just
awaiting approval, in August they
had to tell the customer the
resources required for the job had
to be redeployed but they didn’t
hear until October that the contract
had been awarded to a competitor.
If they had effectively covered the
Buying Centre they might of won
the business and they certainly
would not have had valuable
resources on hold while they waited
for a response.

The key to the Buying Centre –
The Coach
This is the closest thing there is to a
‘secret of success’ in B2B selling.
Identifying and developing a
suitable Coach quickly.

So what can a Coach do for
you? They are your guide around
an organisation, someone who
knows the real relationships
between individuals and
departments. They can help you
gain access to the Buying Centre
and perhaps give you insights into
what the competition are up to.
Also, they can be invaluable as a
sounding board when you are
mapping out the Buying Centre.

Recruiting and developing a
Coach
You have to be astute in selecting
your Coach and use all your skills to
grow them into a really useful asset.
Don’t be misled by friendly people
who cannot or don’t want to give
you the information you need – that
is pitfall #3.

A relationship of mutual respect
and trust is what you need. All your
personal skills will be required but

All your personal skills
will be required but

here are a few pointers
to help you earn that
trust. Start by finding

out as much as you can
about the organisation
and the industry they
work in. Then you can

ask questions based on
existing knowledge to

fully understand and, if
necessary, challenge

their needs.



Phil Kreindler

here are a few pointers to help you
earn that trust. Start by finding out
as much as you can about the
organisation and the industry they
work in. Then you can ask
questions based on existing
knowledge to fully understand and,
if necessary, challenge their needs.

Then you have to prove you are
worthy of trust. That means always
being responsive, reliable,
respectful and honest. Which
includes saying no if you cannot
fulfil a need. To further build trust,
always summarise meetings and
contacts and feed back to them to
show you have understood what
they have said.

Coaches usually have a dual-
role in the Buying Centre but they
could be someone who is not
involved in the decision but with

whom you have a strong track
record. An external consultant who
typically plays the role of an
Assessor can also be a Coach.

One of the things you are giving
the Coach in exchange for their
help is the chance to shine in their
organisation. So let them talk about
themselves, make them feel
important and give them anything
you can help them in their role. It is
best if their role as Coach is not too
obvious within their organisation.

Covering the Buying Centre
professionally
To sum up, you start with an initial
contact, demonstrate that you are

worthy of trust and if suitable
develop them into a Coach. Use the
Coach to help you map the Buying
Centre and get feedback on how
best to deal with them. Give all the
people in the Buying Centre what
they need either directly or by
giving your contacts the tools they
need to effectively sell internally.

Ask yourself:
l  Do you map out all Buying

Center roles in complex sales?
l  Do you have the skills to develop

Coaches quickly?
l  Which roles did you not cover in

a recently lost sale?                      n

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

Inbound or Outbound, which is the most effective?
Or do we need a balanced strategy?

Please join the discussion HERE

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY
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Sure, you can sit back and wait
for marketing leads to fill your

pipeline. But how long will it take?
And how many of the leads that
come from marketing are actually
qualified?

Top salespeople don’t sit back
and wait. They take responsibility
for defining, finding, and nurturing
their ideal clients.

Target Market vs. Ideal
Customer
Tell me your target market, and I

Sales and marketing play different roles in lead
generation. It’s not marketing’s job to identify and
nurture your ideal clients, or to convert them into
qualified prospects. Your marketing colleagues can
certainly help. They have already identified the
company’s target markets, which is half the battle. But
within that targeted group is a smaller, much more
important group—your ideal clients. Identifying and
communicating with them is your job.

Don’t Confuse “Target Market”
with “Ideal Client” 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/want-choose-your-clients-get-referrals-joanne-black?trk=prof-post


Joanne Black

see the big picture. Describe your
ideal client, and I see the color and
every line in your picture. I’m crystal
clear about the exact person you
want to meet, and I’m primed to
help you get referrals.

“Target market” is a marketing
term. They do careful analysis on
the competition, demographics,
segmentation, positioning, and
messaging. Think about it in dating
terms. Marketing understands the
high-level criteria for your perfect
mate—age, gender, background—
and can even tell you where you’re
most likely to meet people like this.
But it doesn’t tell you which people
within this group would actually be
ideal mates for you.

It works the same way in
business. Market research offers
some meaningful generalities, but
the profile of an ideal client is
specific.

Fine Tune Your Marketing Data
Every company has its ideal clients.
No business can be all things to all
customers. Every organization has
a best geographical fit, best
vertical, and best relationships.
These are key factors that drive
sales.

Marketing gives us a great head
start on lead generation by
identifying target markets. Then it’s
salespeople’s job to enhance
market research by asking:

l  How is this information helpful to
me?

l  How does this information apply
to my customers?

l  How does this information fit
with the way I work and the way I
communicate value to my

customers? Is this my voice?
l  Using these demographics as a

starting point, how can I create a
narrower description of the
people I want to work with and
who are most likely to buy?

When describing your ideal
customer, the key is to be specific.
Sales pros often think that if they
don’t mention everything they offer,
they’ll miss a sale. Actually, the
opposite is true. The more specific
the description, the easier it is for
your connections to help you get
referrals.

When you’re precise about your
ideal customer, people will no
longer be confused about the best
leads for you. You will elicit
remarkable suggestions about
people you should meet, and get
referrals to clients you want to

serve. Quality always trumps
quantity.

Bring Sales Back Into the Loop
Market research is the beginning. It
provides a great base of
knowledge. Marketing can also find
leads, nurture them, and then send
them to sales when they’re ready.
But how does marketing know if
these people are actually ready to
buy? In all fairness, maybe some
are. Armed with powerful
automation tools, marketing is now
much better at producing qualified
leads than ever before.

However, marketing shouldn’t
be the only one nurturing clients,
prospects, and referral sources.
What really drives sales is getting
the “right people” into the funnel,
and increasing their velocity
through the sales process. These
“right people” are our ideal clients,
and salespeople are better at
spotting them than anyone else.
Just as importantly, relationships
drive referrals, so sales reps can’t
afford to lose touch with ideal
customers (a.k.a., top referral
sources).

Know this: People want to make
the best introductions possible for
you. And you can choose your
clients. But you get what you ask
for, so ask for exactly what you
want.

Want to learn how to get
referrals? Check out the No More
Cold Calling video page.
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Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more by visiting here.

Sales pros often think
that if they don’t

mention everything
they offer, they’ll miss

a sale. Actually, the
opposite is true. The

more specific the
description, the easier

it is for your
connections to help

you get referrals.
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Dave Kurlan

While it's all of those things and
more, its primary focus is the

company's strategies for growing
sales, whether they are the right
strategies, whether sales
management is aligned on those
strategies, and whether the sales
force can execute those strategies.

A sales force evaluation that
looks at the people, systems,
processes and strategies, provides
the answer to those questions and a
whole lot more. In addition to
identifying the issues to be
addressed, it can provide the lion’s
share of the content for a sales plan.

Development begins with
mapping out an effective sales
process. That is followed by the
development of the sales
management team so they can
support the salespeople who must
execute the strategies.

In most companies, a third of the
sales force is less than desirable so
an improved sales selection process
comes next, utilized to hire
salespeople who will more
effectively execute the strategies.

Sales Training, the most popular
component of an integrated sales
force development initiative, is used
to develop those salespeople who

can't yet execute the strategies.
Sales managers, a few months
ahead of the curve, should now be
able to effectively coach their
salespeople to reinforce the training.

Compensation and Incentives
can be used to target the behaviors
and activities that must change,
influencing salespeople to execute
the strategies. Then, the appropriate
systems and processes must be put
in place to support the sales force's
mission. Finally, the most important
component and the one that most
companies do poorly, is
accountability: holding every
salesperson accountable to
something measurable, every day of
the week.

Sales Force Development is an
integrated approach to organically
and systematically growing sales,
by improving the people, systems
and strategies that impact sales
performance.

Many companies fail to work on
any of the components of sales
force development. Some companies
see strategy as key and continue to

change their strategies when one
after another fails. Ironically, the
strategies fail only when there isn't
alignment and the people can't
execute the new strategy. Many
companies provide sales training
but fail to provide it in the context of
the strategies, and before the
strategies, sales management,
systems and processes have been
fortified. Some companies see
compensation as the key, failing to
provide their people with the skills
and tools to take advantage.

When integrated Sales Force
Development is utilized, companies
will see a dramatic improvement in
effort, urgency, consistency and
results. When integrated Sales
Force Development is embraced,
companies will see an improvement
in morale, retention and selection.
When Integrated Sales Force
Development has been made a part
of the company’s culture, sales and
profits will sky rocket.                         n

Sales Force Development - Is it Training?
What is Sales Force Development all about? Sales training?
Coaching? Sales Force Automation? Sales Selection? Sales
Assessments? Compensation? Incentives? Performance?
Sales Management Effectiveness? Mapping the Sales
Process? Documentation? Having a Play Book? More?
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Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of Objective
Management Group Inc. Visit here.
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Jill Konrath

I know that sounds strange to ask,
but bear with me. If it was true,

how would it impact how you
reacted to a competitive loss or
when your prospect decided to not
do anything?

l  Would you be more curious in
terms of where you blew it or
what went wrong?

l  Would you look at your own
culpability in losing the deal?

l  Would you have tried to figure
out a better way to help your
prospects see the value of
changing from the status quo?

Being Good at Sales is a
Choice
The reality of it is that we, as
individuals, are key components of
our success. That’s why it really
bothers me when I hear people
making excuses or saying that
they’re just not a “born salesman.”

I’m not either. I never even
wanted to be in sales. I didn’t have
any natural talent. Nor did I have a
charming personality or the gift of
gab.

Yet I chose to learn how to sell
because I saw it as the vehicle to
achieving another goal of mine. I
repeat, I chose to learn how to sell.
You can too. It’s actually a choice.

Good Salespeople are
Learners
When things don’t work out for you,
you just haven’t learned what it
takes to be successful – YET.

When nobody responds to your
voicemails or emails, you just
haven’t learned what it takes to
pique their curiosity – YET.

When prospects say, “Thanks
for the information. We’ll let you
know when we’re moving ahead,"
you just haven’t learned what it

takes to build a business case –
YET.

Yes, some people do have a
more natural proclivity for sales.
But most of the really good ones
are learners. They throw
themselves into figuring out what
works best. They’re always getting
better.

Don’t sell yourself short. You’re
capable of learning everything you
need to know to be a colossal
success – and quickly.

Be honest with yourself. What
do you need to learn right now –
today – to take your business to the
next level? What else?

Think about it!                            n

Can You Learn How to Sell – 
Or Do You Need Innate Ability?
If research showed that sales was 100% a learned skill,
how would that impact your perception of your own
success – or lack of it – today?
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Jill Konrath is a sales strategist and bestselling
author. Find out more by visiting here.

http://www.jillkonrath.com/sales-blog/bid/151802/The-Fastest-Way-to-Learn-How-To-Sell
http://www.jillkonrath.com/sales-blog/improve-sales-skills
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2015 Top Sales Academy
Phase Three is Launching on Friday September 11th

The sales space has witnessed more changes in the
past 3 years than it did in the previous 50, and we
should anticipate that the rate of change will only
continue to accelerate. Jonathan Farrington will share
his vision for the future of professional selling.

FREE Registration
for Academy Here

2020 Selling – 
The Future Of Professional Selling
Jonathan Farrington

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Book & Contributor of the Week

Kevin is the Chief Potential Officer
of The Kevin Eikenberry Group, a
leadership and learning consulting
company that has been helping
organizations, teams and
individuals reach their potential
since 1993. Kevin’s specialties
include leadership, teams and
teamwork, organizational culture,
facilitating change, organizational
learning and more.

Kevin’s philosophy in business

and in life is that every person and
every organization have
extraordinary potential. Investments
of time, energy, focus and money
are required for that potential to be
realized. He believes learning is an
active, ongoing process, not a
passive, one-time event. Learning,
work and life should be fun; and, if
we are doing it right, work (and
learning) is play.

Kevin’s students and clients

consistently rave about his
effectiveness, many calling him “the
best trainer I’ve ever experienced.”

He has worked with Fortune 500
companies, small firms, universities,
government agencies, hospitals,
and more. His client list includes the
American Red Cross, A & W
Canada, Chevron Phillips Chemical
Company, John Deere, Purdue
University, Sears Canada, Shell,
Southwest Airlines, the U.S. Marine
Corps, U.S. Mint, and Verizon.

If you want more information
about Kevin, or want to discuss how
he can help your organization, click
HERE.

“Dave Kurlan’s Baseline Selling reminds us you can't
steal first base! In baseball the great ones fail seven out
of ten times. The great ones in sales accept rejection as
part of the game. They keep their heads up, and
persist. This book shows you how to negotiate the
bases and bring the sales home.”

Bill Lee (The Spaceman) Author of The Wrong Stuff
Former Major League Pitcher Owner of Great

American Bat Company

"This book is an undiscovered gem. It provides a
framework to understand the sales process and
achieve significant results. Anyone who wants to make
it rain should read it."

Guy Kawasaki Author of The Art of the Start
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Kevin Eikenberry - Top Contributor of the Week
Chief Potential Officer at  The Kevin Eikenberry Group

Kevin Eikenberry is a world renowned leadership expert, a
two-time bestselling author, speaker, consultant, trainer,
coach, leader, learner, husband and father (not necessarily
in that order).

See what other readers thought and buy here

http://www.amazon.com/Baseline-Selling-Superstar-Already-Baseball/dp/1420895672
http://www.kevineikenberry.com
http://www.kevineikenberry.com/contact-us/
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Solution of the Week

http://www.pgi.com/imeet/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Great teams; the three building blocks 
by Kevin Dwyer

Google the term ‘team building’. On
the day of writing this article I got
the response, “302,000,000 for
team building. (0.08 seconds)”.
Over 300 million web pages and
articles devoted to team building.

My observation is that the more
pages Google gives you, the more
complex is a topic. Many more
people have different ideas and
hence they publish them.

Is it really that complex? I have
no doubt that the execution of
building a team is complex as it
involves the gamut of human
emotions. What I do not see as
complex though are the building

blocks.
My observation is that there are

only three major building blocks.

Common Goal
Teams develop around a common
goal. They do not grow because we
want them to. We cannot instruct a
team to form and expect it to be so.
Groups of people, who individually
pursue their own agendas whilst
paying lip service to the declared
goal, do not form teams.

If the goal is prescribed for a
group of people and they neither
were part of its development, nor ...

Read More Here u

Here's one for those of you who
think that email will do your selling
for you.

This is a call I received.

Rep: "Hello, I'm [name] with
Computer Consultants. I'm calling
because of the letter I had sent
you."
Me: "Okay."

Rep: " ... Well, what did you think of
it?"
Me: "I don't know what letter you're
talking about."

Rep: "It was a six-page letter on
internet security."
Me: "I didn't request it, right?"

Rep: "Uh, no."
Me: "Lots of stuff arrives here every
day. If it's not from someone I know,
or if I didn't request it, it usually
goes in the can."

Rep: "Oh. Uh ... let me resend it
then."
Me: "No."

Rep: [Silence]. "Well, why not?" ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
3 Cold Calling Mistakes That Annoy Prospects
by  Art Sobczak

Read More Here u
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.

Our Principal Sponsor is

Our 2015 Partners...
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